
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

New Remington Rimfire Ammo – Ranch Hand & 22 Golden Hunter   
 

LONOKE, Ark. – January 22, 2024 – Remington Ammunition has announced two 
new rimfire products coming this year to 22LR hunters and shooters, Ranch Hand and 
22 Golden Hunter.  
 
“These exciting extensions of Big Green’s rimfire line are sure to enhance 22LR hunting 
and target shooting in 2024,” said Remington Ammunition’s Rimfire Global Product 
Lane Director Jason Slinkard. “Engineers at Remington improved the performance of 
our rimfire lineup to make it more reliable and accurate ammunition whether you’re 
pursuing small game or knocking down targets at the range.” 
 
Ranch Hand 
Ranch Hand is your new go-to rimfire for any situation. The most dependable 
Remington 22LR round ever manufactured, these hollow point or round nose rounds 
are perfect for small game hunting, varmint hunting and even plinking. With flawless 
feed and function in 22LR handguns or rifles, Ranch Hand works in your barrel length, 
no matter your firearm of choice. Available in easy-carry 100-round cartons.  
 
Part No. / Description / MSRP 
R21263 / Ranch Hand 22LR 40GR Plated Round Nose / $11.99 MSRP 
R21273 / Ranch Hand 22LR 38GR Plated Hollow Point / $11.99 MSRP 
 
22 Golden Hunter 
Rimfire hunting’s new gold standard for the 22 Long Rifle, 22 Golden Hunter’s precision 
hollow point reliably expands for quick force transfer on target – with optimal 
penetration. Combining 22 Golden Bullet heritage with Remington’s new rimfire quality, 
this 22LR hunting round is ideal for squirrels, rabbits, or varmints and is ready for your 
rimfire handgun or rifle. Available in 100-round or 550-round cartons.  
 
Part No. / Description / MSRP 
R21251 / Golden Hunter 22LR 40GR Plated Hollow Point / 100 rounds / $11.99 MSRP 
R21253 / Golden Hunter 22LR 40GR Plated Hollow Point / 550 rounds / $54.99 MSRP 
 
Both new 22LR products feature Remington’s new and improved rimfire technology. 
Redesigned and better component quality paired with advanced manufacturing 

https://www.remington.com/


 
techniques now make all of Remington’s rimfire – including Ranch Hand and 22 Golden 
Hunter – more reliable and accurate, with longer barrel life.   
 
Find Remington ammunition at dealers nationwide and online. For more information on 
Remington ammunition and accessories, visit www.remington.com. 
 
Press Release Contact: Maggie Dazzio and Jonathan Harling 
Remington Public Relations 
E-mail: remingtonammopr@murrayroadagency.com 
 
About Remington 
From muskets to modern day, generations of hunters and shooters have trusted 
Remington ammunition and accessories. Loaded in Lonoke, Arkansas by American 
workers, our wide array of pioneering sporting and hunting ammunition promises to get 
the job done every time the trigger is pulled. At Remington, we’re here for everyone who 
loads a round of ammo into a handgun, rifle, or shotgun. 
 
Founded in 1816, Remington and America have fought and won wars, put food on 
millions of tables and brought countless generations together at the range and in the 
field. We are proud of each and every round that rolls off our factory line. A brand of 
outdoor sports and recreation company Vista Outdoor, Remington is bringing a renewed 
focus to ammunition, innovation, and quality – all while staying true to Remington’s 
legendary heritage and stature as an American icon. 
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